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Geophysical surveys in Laverton Churchyard, 2008 – 2009

Abstract
This work continued from a geophysical survey conducted in the churchyard in
2006, which possibly showed a building in the southern portion of the churchyard.
This survey repeated the twin – probe resistance survey, but on a different grid and
using a different instrument, with 0.5 m and 1 m mobile probe spacings. It also
surveyed the area using resistance pseudosection profiling, and the profiles were
combined to produce depth slices. The area was also surveyed using ground –
penetrating radar at both 250 and 500 MHz. The radar survey at 250 MHz was the
more successful, and the results of this compared well with the depth slices
obtained from profiling. The profiling could also be compared with the twin –
probe resistance surveys and good correspondence was found between the 0.5 and
1 m depth slices and the 0.5 and 1 m mobile probe spacings. There is some sort of
stone structure under the southern portion of the churchyard, where the chestnut
tree now is, but it is unlikely to be a dwelling or earlier church. The structure is
relatively shallow, mainly lying within the top half metre. The footpath through the
churchyard gave a strong signal in all media , with indications of metalling,
suggesting it may have been anciently a more important routeway.
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Preface
In 2006, members of the Bath and Camerton Archaeological Society worked with
parishioners on a churchyard survey, which involved complete photographic
recording and transcription of all monuments and also geophysical surveys of the
churchyard. Both magnetometer and twin – probe resistance had been used,
although the magnetometer survey was so affected by nearby ironwork that it
contributed little. The resistance survey gave an indication of possible structures
under the west end of the church, and of a possible building in the southern portion
of the churchyard, the area where there are no grave stones.
In 2008, the Bath and Camerton Archaeological Society repeated the twin probe
survey using a new instrument, and performed this survey with two different probe
spacings to gain some idea of depth of features. This used the new Geoscan RM15,
supplied courtesy of the Heritage Lottery Fund. The survey used a new grid to
remove any effects on interpretation of grid edges. A survey was also done using a
new depth profiling technique attached to the old resistance meter. With this, a
number of profiles were taken side by side and assembled into in ‘depth slices’
akin to radar ‘time slices’.
Then, to complete the analogy, Dr Philip Day of Mellor Archaeological Society
brought his ground – penetrating radar down from Manchester to survey the same
area. These results could then be added to the comparison. Although we did not
confirm the presence of a building, there was some structure there, and the three –
way inter – comparison was a useful geophysics exercise.
Many thanks to Philip Day for travelling all the way down to Somerset, and
wishing him here a good recovery from illness. Thankyou to the parishioners of
Laverton, and to the churchwardens present and recent, who allowed us to do this
work. Let this work also remember the late Philip Weeks of Manor Farm,
Laverton, churchwarden for over 50 years, who died early in 2009.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Location

The survey was carried out in the churchyard at Laverton, Somerset. This is about
5 km north of Frome. Its national grid reference is ST776530. Figure 1.1 shows
location. The churchyard is small, only some 50 m north-south b 50 m east-west.
Only areas to the south and west of the church were investigated in this survey.
The church is unusual in that its door is on the north side and it is approached from
the north. A footpath also runs from the gate in the north-west to a style in the
south-east, and continues on through the neighbouring farmyard to Lullington, and
is the direct route to that village.
The churchyard surface is approximately one metre above the level of the road to
the west. There has been soil shrinkage in the years between the surveys.
Observation of a grave dug in late 2008 just north of the survey area showed the
underlying rock appearing at about 1.5 m depth. Bones were found in the grave
spoil, and skeletal parts were found within the cut of this new grave. A portion of
skull excavated showed signs of delamination of the bone, indicative of acute
anaemia or malnutrition. Another grave was dug in early 2009, and this just
intruded into the north-east of radar area 1.

Figure 1.1. Location of Laverton church.
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1.2

Background

In 2006, members of the Bath and Camerton Archaeological Society (bacas)
geophysics team helped Laverton parishioners to conduct a churchyard survey,
plotting all known graves and recording tombstones. The report of this activity was
posted on the parish website, www.hardingtonvale.org.uk. This also included full
surveys of the churchyard using twin-probe resistance and fluxgate gradiometer.
Magnetometer results added little to the story, indeed magnetometry was difficult
in a confined space with much metalwork around. The resistance survey was done
with a TR/CIA device with a half metre probe spacing. Those results are shown
below in figure 1.2. In particular, two strong parallel lines south-west of the
church, with a large feature at the north-east end of the north line looked like it
could be a building. There was also an area of high resistance immediately to the
west of the church which could represent another building appearing from beneath
the church. The line of the pathway also shows strongly.

Figure 1.2. Resistance survey from 2006. The pathway is marked by a red arrow.
The possible buildings are circled in red.
2

1.3

Scope

This report details the twin-probe and resistance profile surveys of October 2008
and also the ground-penetrating radar survey and May 2009. It may also refer to
the 2006 survey to put the findings in context.
This report allows space for the description of radar techniques and the radar
results in detail as this technique has not been available to bacas before.
The sections on radar were written by Philip Day of Mellor Archaeological
Society.
A main aim of this report is to compare radar and resistance techniques, as well as
to elucidate the structure found by resistance in 2006.
This report compares processed geophysics data only. An archive of the raw
resistance data will be held by the Bath and Camerton Archaeological Society, and
the raw radar data are held by Philip Day, along with his report to the Bath and
Camerton Archaeological Society, on his website http://www.timeslipmellor.org.uk/website_mellor_geophysics/pp1_2_reports.html

1.4

Personnel

John Oswin, geophysics team leader, Bath and Camerton Archaeological Society
led the twin probe and resistance profile surveys. He was assisted by Alan
Wadsworth in October 2008 and by Keith Turner and Owen Dicker in May 2009.
The results displays were prepared by Keith Turner.
The ground penetrating radar surveys were done by Dr Philip Day of Manchester
University and the Mellor Archaeological Society. We are very grateful to him for
bringing his radar down from Manchester to use on our behalf.
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Survey methods

The survey used twin-probe resistance, resistance profiling and ground penetrating
radar. Magnetometer survey was found to be of limited value in 2006 so it was not
used again in this survey.
A new grid was laid out for the 2008/9 work to try to fit the area of interest. This
was located in to fixed points on church and churchyard in May 2009 to allow
comparison with the 2006 work.
Twin probe resistance grids were to normal bacas standards, 20 metres square,
lines one metre apart, readings at half metre intervals on each line.
The new survey work was made possible by the acquisition of two new
instruments, a new RM15 twin probe resistance set which had the option of a onemetre probe separation to see deeper, and a profiler set to attach to the TR/CIA
resistance meter. In the October 2008 session, this was in its original form, but the
2009 session was used as a proving ground for a distribution box, which much
improved the operation.
The MALA radar provided by Philip Day operated at both 500 and 250 MHz.
Detailed accounts of each process are given below. The twin probe technique is
well established and is not described here, but the profiling and radar techniques
are less familiar, and are described in more detail.

2.1

Twin probe resistance

The survey began in 2008 with the RM15 twin probe resistance meter fitted with
the one-metre transom. Two full grids were laid out, occupying the ground to the
south and south-west of the church. The partial grids to the south of these, which
abutted the farm buildings were also included in the survey. This area has almost
no marked graves although it just encroached at its east end into the neat lines of
graves in the south-east portion of the churchyard. The grids were also interrupted
by a tree and bushes, and the south-east buttress also just intruded into a grid.
The results are shown below in figure 2.1. North is to top. The lower ‘contrast’ of
the picture is an artifice of using the one-metre transom, which samples a larger
volume of soil, so any ‘target’ within it has less effect. The picture appears to show
some form of structure, but it is very different from that seen in 2006.
The profiling, described below, was done next, but at the end of the 2008 session,
the twin probe resistance was repeated on the RM15, but with the half-metre
transom fitted. The results obtained with this bore a much closer resemblance to
the 2006 resistance results, as shown in figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.1. Twin probe resistance survey using one metre transom. North to top.
Width of plot is 40 m.

Figure 2.2. Twin probe resistance survey using half metre transom. North to top.
Width of plot is 40 m.
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Note that during the course of the profile survey, some shrubbery had been
removed, so a slightly larger area was available for surveying, in the south-east
corner.

2.2

Resistance profiling

The technique of producing vertical ‘pseudosections’ by resistance has been
known for some time, but it has been made available much more widely recently
by the introduction of a kit which can be attached to the TR/CIA resistance meter.
The kit comprises a number of stainless steel probes and cables which attach to the
output ports of the TR/CIA, each ending in a pair of 4 mm plugs which can be used
to connect any four of the probes, which are set out in a line. The bacas kit came
with 20 probes, and these were supplemented by the two remote probes from the
main set-up to give a line of 22 probes. Using a spacing of one metre, this gave a
21 metre line.
The probes are used in ‘Wenner’ configuration, two outer probes passing current,
two inner probes measuring voltage. The spacing between any four probes in use
must be the same. The measurement is taken between the two voltage probes. In
this case, that gives a block of one metre as the minimum resolution. The depth
seen down is ascertained by drawing a semi-circle between the voltage probes.
Spacing one metre is equivalent to diameter, so depth is equivalent to radius, thus
half metre for probes at one metre separation.
A set of four probes is connected, each in turn, until all combinations of one metre
spacing have been done. These must be done in a systematic order, starting with
probes 0, 1, 2 and 3 and continuing to set 18, 19, 20 and 21.
Then the probe combinations with two metre spacing are each connected in turn, to
look down one metre. Then the spacings of three, four, five and six metres are each
connected. Note that the number of possible combinations decreases for each
spacing, so only a small portion can be seen at three metres depth (six metre
spacing).
Each full set of readings at all spacings are logged into a ‘grid’, which can be
downloaded using the TR/CIA software, and converted into a file which can be
sent to RES2DINV software. The freeware version of this program was used. The
program maps the resistance (converted to resistivity) viewed by each combination
of probes and determines the resistance pattern observed spatially by the probe
sets. The program then makes a digital model of this pattern and uses that to obtain
a measure of what has caused that pattern. It inverts the results by a finite
difference method and displays the results of the inversion.
Figure 2.3 shows a typical result. The top picture is the resistance determined
directly by measurement, the second picture shows the digital model of these data,
and the bottom picture shows the results of inversion. It is this bottom picture
which gives a view of what may be in the ground and at what depth it might be.
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If a series of profiles are done side-by-side, these can be assembled into a threedimensional block, and slices can be taken at different depths. The freeware
version of RES2DINV does not give a numerical output, so slices can only be
obtained by colour matching. It is then important to ensure that all the vertical
profiles were set to the same resistance scale. The depth slices are equivalent to
time slices obtained by radar. An example is shown below in figure 2.4. Note that
the profile gets narrower as depth increases. This is a consequence of the V –
shaped profile.

Figure 2.3. Typical computer output from profiling. The horizontal scale shows
distance from probe 0, the vertical scale is depth below surface, in metres. The top
picture is a direct display of results, the second is a digital model of the top
picture, and the bottom is the result of inversion, showing the features causing the
variations in resistance values.

Figure 2.4. Examples of depth slices obtained by placing vertical profiles together.
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The kit as provided needed the cables to plugged into each combination of probes
in turn, as shown in figure 2.5. This was a back-breaking tedious process, even
with a team of five, and particularly so for a single operator. In order to ease this, a
distribution box has been built, which plugs into all probes. A combination of any
four can be had just by selecting the required sockets on the panel, as shown in
figure 2.6. Trials have been done to check that use of the distribution box does not
degrade the results in any way.

Figure 2.5. Connecting the probes.

Figure 2.6. Connecting the probes using the distribution box.
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The 22 probes available limited the line length to 21 metres, and best use had to be
made of this. 20 profiles were taken a metre apart in the open area of the
churchyard. The east end of the profile was two metres west of the east line of
twin-probe resistance grids, so the west end (0 m) was three metres to the west of
the grid. The northernmost line was four metres north of the top line of the grid and
extended right to the farm wall. The profiles narrowed with depth in the east-west
bearing. Note that this area was also selected for the radar survey, although that did
not include the southernmost or northernmost lines of the profiler survey.
As the radar survey made good speed, a second area was laid out immediately west
of the west wall of the church. This extended 18 m north of the radar-covered area,
and was 6 m east-west, so avoiding any graves. This area was approximately
perpendicular to the first area. To complete the comparison, the profiler was
brought back after the radar survey to produce matching data for this area. As the
profiler lines were set at 21 m length, the profiler survey lines extended about 1 m
further north, and extended 2 m back into the main survey area. The radar survey
areas are shown in figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7. Areas of the churchyard surveyed by radar. The areas surveyed by
profiler extended 1 m north in both cases.
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2.3

Ground-penetrating radar

2.3.1 Basics
Ground penetrating radar (GPR) was carried out using the RAMAC X3M system
built and supplied by Mala Geoscience (www.malags.com) See figure 2.8. The
signal generation and processing module, the data collection computer, and the
battery, were mounted on top of the appropriate antenna, and towed slowly (around
0.5 m/s) from a distance of about 2m by the operator. A calibrated survey wheel
allowed the exact measurement of transect length, and the automatic triggering of
data acquisition at preset intervals (0.05m).
Four surveys were carried out, using 250 and 500MHz antennae, two over each of
Areas (Areas 1 and 2: see Figure 2.9). Data were collected, from the appropriate
fixed baseline, over parallel transects of length around 20m (Area 1), or 18m (Area
2). Transects were spaced 1.0m apart, giving surveyed areas of 21 x 17m (Area 1)
and 18 x 5m (Area 2). Figure 2.10 shows the radar in area 1.
Thus, for a 20m transect, 400 individual signal traces were taken (i.e. at 5cm
intervals), each covering a reflection time of 120nS, giving a depth equivalent to
around 4m (see below). Taken together, these 400 traces give the depth "profile"
for a given transect. There are 18 such profiles for each antenna in Area 1 and 6 for
each antenna in Area 2.

Figure 2.8. The GPR system in the field. The 500MHz system is shown; the
250MHz antenna differs in being about twice the width and length - the other
components are the ones shown here.
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Figure 2.9. Plan of Laverton Churchyard, showing the GPR-scanned areas, Area 1
and Area 2. The grid origins are at O (O') and the first transect is line OA (O'A').
In Area 1, 18 transects end with line BC; in Area 2, 6 transects end with line B'C'.
All transects are spaced 1m apart.

Figure 2.10. GPR in Area 1, at the start of transect 10 (note the position of the
tree)
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2.3.2 Presentation of Data
In the following description, the horizontal distance along a transect is defined as
the x-axis, the horizontal distance between transects as increments along the y-axis,
and the vertical axis (depth) is defined as the z-axis. The origin of the axes (O) is
defined as the starting point of the first transect. Thus, for Area 1 the axis
dimensions run as follows: x from 0-20m, y from 0-17m, z from 0-120ns.
Ideally, the transmitted radar signal would consist of a single pulse (i.e. one
wavelength) of energy, travelling vertically downwards in a narrow beam. At each
"interface" underground, some energy would be reflected backwards, up to the
receiver. A single transmitted pulse results in a considerable number of reflections,
and the received signal over a given time period (in this case, 120nS) is known as a
trace. Note that the electrical wave is bipolar (varies in amplitude in both positive
and negative senses), and decreases in wavelength as its transmission velocity
decreases in the ground. The time taken for each reflection to reach the receiver
can be estimated, and converted to the distance travelled. However, the equivalent
depth in metres depends on the transmission velocity in the medium, and varies
considerably with soil type (remembering also that the radar signal travels twice
the distance, down and up). In dry air, the transmission velocity is effectively
0.30m/nS. Thus, a reflection time of 100nS in air corresponds to a depth of 15m, in
dry sand a depth of around 6m (0.12m/nS), and in wet clay to around 2m
(0.04m/nS). Ideally, in order to effect an approximate conversion of reflection time
to depth, the signal reflection time should be calibrated against targets of known
depth, but in practice this is not usually practicable. Thus, an average transmission
velocity is usually assumed. In the example plots shown, the average transmission
velocity is assumed to be 0.065m/ns (100nS = 3.25m depth), corresponding to a
wet soil with a moderate/high clay composition. The resulting depth estimates
should be regarded as approximate.
The data from a GPR survey consists of a series of individual reflection signals in
the time dimension (traces) taken at short distance intervals along a transect (xdirection). The resulting data, after suitable processing, is presented as a vertical
profile along the transect (i.e. a profile in the xz plane). A number of transects will
have been scanned, the interval (∆y) between them being (usually) constant (in this
case, ∆y=1.0m, and for Area 1, 18 such transects were collected over the total
width of 17m). The first step in processing is always to truncate the transect
lengths to make them all equal (i.e. to the length of the shortest), and if necessary
the time dimension is similarly treated. Various data enhancements can then be
applied to improve visibility - for example, the signal intensity falls off rapidly
with increasing travel distance, and although the information content of the data
cannot be improved, the visibility in a graphical presentation can be enhanced by
appropriate variable amplification as the reflection time increases.
The final data block is 3-dimensional, as represented in Figure 2.11 below. It may
be presented in sections (slices) in various horizontal or vertical planes. In the
discussion which follows, the data are examined in two ways: as vertical sections
along transects (xz plots), or as horizontal slices (xy plots). For each area (1 and 2)
both 250 and 500MHz radar transmitters were used, and data is presented for each
frequency.
Colouring. Following standard conventions, data in vertical profiles are
represented by their bipolar signal strength (blue, high negative value; grey, white
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(zero), grey, purple, largest positive value). In horizontal slices the data are
represented by their smoothed amplitude (i.e. all values are positive), from blue
(zero), through the rainbow colours to red and purple (highest amplitude).
Each xz plane represents a set of n traces, repeated at the set spacing (∆y=1.0m) along
the y-axis. The 3-D data block may be viewed as 2-D "slices" in the xz, yz or xy planes
(the xz and yz slices are depth profiles, the xy slices are commonly referred to as "time
slices".

x
y
z

Figure 2.11. The GPR 3-Dimensional Data Set

2.3.3 Data Processing
Prior to assembling the 3-dimensional data block, described above, the raw data
were processed using the specialist software ReflexW (Sandmeier:
www.sandmeier-geo.de). This software allows Mala datasets to be translated into
the proprietary Sandmeier format, and for the batch processing of similar datasets.
Initially, the transects for each area and radar frequency were truncated to the
length of the shortest transect. The following steps were then applied sequentially:
•

DC Shift. Individual traces were corrected for DC shift down the trace. An
average level of signal between 40-60nS was compiled for each trace, and
this quantity subtracted from each reading in the trace.

•

De-wow. A filter was applied to each trace to remove low frequency
oscillations. A running mean over 4.9nS is calculated for each data point in
each trace, and the mean subtracted from the central point.

•

Median filter. This is a running filter which calculates the median value
over a short range (5) of data points in each trace, and assigns the median
value to the central value of the range. This has the effect of removing short
"spikes" from the data.

•

Gain. This filter acts on each trace independently, and compensates for the
attenuation of signal strength with increasing vertical distance travelled.
Firstly, the filter calculates the mean amplitude (i.e. all values taken as
positive) over the whole time range of a given trace. Then, the average
signal value in a sliding window (range 20 data points) is calculated for all
points down a trace, and each amplitude then scaled appropriately so that
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the mean values for each window are made equal. Note that information on
the true amplitudes is inevitably lost in this process.
•

Background Removal. This is a two dimensional filter, applied with the
object of removing features (generally spurious) which run horizontally
over a whole transect. The filter has been applied over each transect. The
average values for all the data points down the traces is calculated, giving
in effect an "average trace", which is then subtracted from each trace
individually.

2.3.4 Some Characteristics of GRP Traces.
The resolution of objects at 500MHz is in principle better that at 250MHz - the
"resolution" is related to the wavelength of the transmitted signal, which is initially
0.36 and 0.18m at 250 and 500MHz, respectively (although wavelengths decrease
as the transmission travels through the ground). In practice, this shows up as the
250MHz scans are coarser, and show less fine detail, than the 500MHz scans.
However, partly because of this, the 250MHz scans are capable of showing the
broad features of the underlying strata more clearly than their 500MHz
counterparts.
The attenuation of the radar signal with depth increases as the frequency increases.
Thus, another feature of the 250MHz system as against the 500MHz is its greater
depth of penetration, i.e. at both frequencies, the lower parts of the depth profiles
are becoming increasingly "noisy" (i.e. random signals are as large as, or larger
than, any real signal present). However, whilst noise is becoming a major feature at
reflection times around 50nS in the 500MHz scans, the useful signal extends to
around 70/80nS at 250MHz. Additionally, it should be remembered that in
processing the radar signals, a variable and increasing level of signal amplification
has been applied to signals of greater travel time. Thus, the signal strength appears
to be well maintained with depth down a profile. However, the actual signal-tonoise ratio will inevitably decrease with sub-surface distance travelled, hence the
apparent noise level is bound to increase with depth.
Multiple Reflections. A common feature in all radar signals is a reflection which
appears to repeat itself at intervals vertically for some way (sometimes all the way)
down a profile. These reflections may be quite short in the x-direction. Multiple
reflections are essentially echoes - for example, a strong reflection from a nearsurface source may be partially reflected from the base of the GPR instrument back
down to the original reflector, and subsequently back up again to the GPR receiver.
In this way, the signal travels twice the distance, and is recorded as a second
reflection at double the time interval. The "echo" may continue to reverberate a
number of times, giving rise to reflections at 2, 3, 4, 5....times the original travel
time. On each occasion, of course, the reflected signal will get considerable
weaker, but because in signal processing an increasing level of signal amplification
is applied with the increase in reflection time, the echoes may all appear of almost
equal intensity. In general, multiple reflections can occur between any two
reflecting surfaces underground, but will always be characterised by the uniform
spacing of layers in the time dimension.
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3

Results

Figure 3.1 shows the areas which were surveyed in 2008/9 by the instruments. The
profiling followed the radar areas, and extended an extra metre north and south in
the case of radar area 1.

Figure 3.1. Sketch map of the churchyard and areas surveyed.

This chapter considers the results individually. The synthesis of the results will be
left until chapter 4 and will be followed by discussion.
This chapter will consider first the results of the twin probe resistance, then the
resistance pseudosection profiles and then the radar results.
Background data sets will not be included, but will be kept in an archive file.
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3.1

Twin probe resistance

Figure 3.2 shows the results of twin probe resistance, with the ½ metre and 1 metre
transom results shown side-by-side.

Figure 3.2 Twin probe resistance, left 0.5 m transom, right 1 m transom. Both plots
are 40 m width, grid north to top. The church buttresses intrude into the top on the
east side, and the churchyard edge cuts off the north-west edge.
The results with the 0.5 m transom are more distinct, but that is usually the case, as
the 1 m transom samples a larger volume of soil. Some mottling in the 1 m case
may represent unmarked graves, but there appears to be a large area in the north
where resistance is low. It is likely that there are unmarked graves in this area too.
The line of the footpath across the churchyard is strong in the 0.5 metre case.
Immediately to its west, there are strong signs of structure, forming a ‘U’ shape
open to the west, with a more solid structure on its north side. This corresponds
well with the picture obtained in 2006, and it is this which was considered
potentially to be a building. The southern side of this feature continues as a strong
line for some fifteen metres, with an apparent entrance half way, and a wall
running to the farm wall. However, there is no sign of a return wall at the western
end.
The 1 m transom survey does not pick up the line of the footpath. The north and
east features of the structure do not appear to be as strong or as coherent. The south
‘wall’ is missing at the east end, although there is still some structure, and this still
seems to be connected to the farmyard wall.
The resistance area to the east seems to encroach further west, but this may just be
the underlying rock strata.
These results suggest that the structure is not deep under the surface, and this
means it is less likely that these features are of great antiquity.
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3.2

Resistance profiling

3.2.1 Area 1
The vertical sections mainly showed patches of high resistance near the surface.
The results given below have all been set to the same resistance scale, ranging
from 5 to 90 in steps of 5. Units are of resistivity, Ωm.
Note that although a line of 21 m is formed by the 22 probes, first readings are
taken between the voltage probes, so do not extend the full width and cover only
17 m. The coverage narrows with depth. The narrowing is in an east-west
direction.
Figure 3.3 below, lays out the depth slices, one below the other, and the narrowing
is then evident. In all cases, north is to the top. The plots are at 0.5 m, 1 m, 1.5 m, 2
m, 2.5 m and 3 m.
The plot has been done as a set of depth slices in two columns, arranged:
0.5
1.0
1.5

2.0
2.5
3.0

metres below the surface.
The area of low resistance in the north-west seen in twin-probe configuration is
replicated with the profiler, at least to a depth of 1.5. From 1.5 m downwards, an
area of low resistance appears in the south-east area, although the view of the
extent is limited as the slices become narrower. These areas appear high resistance
in twin-probe and in the shallow slices. Some of this may be rubble along the farm
wall.
The principal evidence for structure is the line of high resistance crossing
diagonally from south-west to north-east, with highlights of higher resistance still.
This appears principally in the top metre, but with some structure showing at 1.5
m. The line connecting this to the farm wall is strongest at about 1.0 m depth. The
high-resistance feature seen in the 0.5 m twin probe on the north of the possible
structure appears strongly near the surface.
The line of the footpath is not really evident on these plots.
From this evidence, we would guess that there is possibly a wall, but not a building
in the top metre heading south-west to north-east, possibly with a wall linking it to
the farm wall. There is also some structure which appears centre of slices, near the
wall but to its north. It would be difficult to claim a building from this.
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Figure 3.3. Depth slices obtained by profiling. Depths are, left column, from top,
0.5, 1.0, 1.5 m, right column from top 2.0 m, 2.5 m, 3.0 m. Dark blue is low
resistance, red and purple are high resistance.
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3.2.2 Area 2
Looking next at the second area, to the west of the church, the depth slices are
shown below in figure 3.4. The axis of the plots is approximately north-south,
although this was set by being parallel to the church west wall, just set off from the
buttresses.
The slices start at 0.5 m below surface at the top, and descend through 1.0, 1.5, 2.0,
2.5 to 3.0 m. The slices were 6 m wide.
The principal detail is in the top two slices, and this detail appears to show the
footings of the buttresses at 9 and 15 m along the easternmost slice, at 0.5 and 1.0
m and possibly also the footpath, showing as high resistance, principally at 0.5 m.
There is some suggestion from the green colouration that there is some harder
material, perhaps rubble, in the top metre but it does not form any coherent pattern.
The 3.0 m slice shows high readings, probably underlying rock.
The evidence here does not seem to indicate any structures protruding from the
west end of the church, as was suggested in the original 2006 survey. The are of
high resistance shown may just be a rubble spread combined with high readings
from rubble and from the buttress footings, but without sufficient resolution to
discriminate this from a definite structure.
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Figure 3.4. Depth slices in area 2, to west of church. North is to right. Slices are
0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0 m from top. Dark blue is low resistance, red and purple
high resistance. Each slice is 6 m wide.
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3.3

Ground-penetrating radar

3.3.1 Area 1
The Observations.- Eighteen vertical profiles (xz plots) have been produced at
each of the two frequencies. These are shown in summary in the Figure 3.5, below,
and in full in Appendix A.
Additionally, horizontal slices (xy-slices) are shown in Figure 3.6 at depths from 01.2m (0.05m intervals) and enlarged, at 50cm depth, in Figure 3.7. An analysis of
the principal features of the horizontal slices is presented in Figure 3.8.
The principal features of the vertical profiles and horizontal slices are listed below.
1) Right across the transect, no reflections are received during the first ~5nS.
This corresponds to the "dead time" of the instrument, and should be
ignored. However, this results in the top notional 16cm of the vertical
profile being blank, and this distance should be subtracted from all depth
measurements.
2) In general, the ground beneath the surface layer appears relatively uniform
to a depth of 1-2m, i.e. there are no major reflections implying a lack of
either geological structure or relatively large (>0.4m) artefacts.
3) Over around half of the length of each transect, there is a strong reflection
from parts of the surface layer, extending to a (notional) depth of around
0.5m (this reflection is generally stronger at 250MHz than at 500MHz, so
the vertical extent of the reflector is likely to be at least 20cm). The
existence of such reflections implies that in these parts of the surface layer,
the material is of different composition or density to that at greater depth.
These differences could result simply from compression of the soil (e.g. a
pathway, or a filled-in grave if this has been compacted), from rubble or
hardcore, or in the extreme from large flat stones (e.g. a paved walkway, or
horizontal gravestones). These surface reflectors generally give rise to
multiple reflections extending vertically right down the profile - these are
artefacts of the radar and do not indicate features at greater depth.
4) In particular, there is a strong vertical (multiple reflections) signal at around
x=12m in the first transect (y=0m), moving uniformly across the transect to
around x=18m in the transect at y=15m. In the last two transects, this
feature is less marked, but other features appear towards the end of the
transects which tend to dominate. The indicated feature also appears as a
diagonal line in the horizontal slices, at a depth of around 0.3-0.4m (Figure
xx). However, there is no evidence for reflections from depths greater than
about 0.5m (the apparent reflections from greater depths are almost
certainly echoes). Thus, the implication is that the linear feature results
solely from a strong reflection in the surface layers (0-0.5m). Given the
high intensity of this reflection, and its linear nature extending across
diagonally the entire area, it seems likely that this indicates a pathway,
probably either paved or consolidated with stones or hardcore at a depth not
exceeding 50cm (it is, of course, possible that the reflection is simply
generated by compacted earth, but the high intensity of the reflection
suggests something more solid).
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5) A strong central feature starts to appear in around the 5th transect (y=4m),
centred at x ~ 10.5m, disappearing after the 16th transect (y=15m). At its
greatest intensity (y=10m), the feature is centred at x=10m and is around
6m wide. In the horizontal slices, the feature shows up as an almost circular
patch at a depth between 30-40cm.The strong surface reflection, fades out
by a depth of 0.5m, and deeper signals over the same area occur from
around 0.9m downwards. These are almost certainly echoes, but it is just
possible that there is an indication of another reflection over a similar area
from a depth around 1.5-2.0m.
6) There is an east-west line, which is not of great strength, but which is
persistent, between 0.5 and 1 m depth, at about y=12, from x=0 to about
x=10. This shows in the 500 MHz plots, but is not evident at 250 MHz.

7) At depths greater than ~2m, various sloping reflecting layers appear. One is
particularly marked in the first part (x<6m) of the 10th transect (y=9m), at a
depth of 2.5 - 3.0m. There are several of these reflecting, sloping layers,
almost certainly caused by geological features (e.g. sedimentary layers,
including layered rock surfaces). However, it is just possible that one or
more of these reflecting surfaces arises from an archaeological feature. For
example, GPR investigation in Mellor, Cheshire, showed two diagonal
sloping reflections, facing each other, at a depth of around 2m, confirmed
by excavation to be an iron-age ditch surrounding a hilltop settlement.
The 250MHz GPR has proved more sensitive in this application. Traces of a
central reflection appear at 20cm (250MHz) depth (40cm at 500MHz), the
signal is most intense around 50cm and has almost vanished at 80cm. There are
effectively no new reflections from greater depths, and signals being echoes of
shallower reflections.
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Figure xx. GPR Vertical Profiles, Area 1, Summary. Top left to bottom right
shows profiles for each transect (xz plane), incremented 1.0m (y direction).
The full profiles are shown individually in Appendix A.

Figure 3.5. Area 1. Collected Vertical Profiles: TOP at 250MHz; BOTTOM at
500MHz (in each panel, read across each row, from top left to bottom right; each
profile increments 1.0m from y=0 to y=17m).
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Figure 3.6. Area 1. Radar reflection amplitude in successive horizontal slices at
approximately 5cm depth intervals (read rows from left to right). Colouring: blue
= no signal, through green, yellow, orange, red, purple (most intense). Top set,
250MHz; bottom set, 500MHz.
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Figure 3.7. Area 1. Horizontal Slices (enlarged) at 50cm depth: TOP at 250MHz;
BOTTOM at 500MHz
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Principal Features marked: (a) Circular area dia. 6m approx., centred at x=11,
y=10m; (b) Linear feature running from x=13, y=0 to x=19, y=17m; (c) Other
features shown with dashed lines.

A

O
P
S

L

R

T

Q

Summary: Area 1
P - Linear feature running to a gate at the south end. Probably the line of a path,
either compacted earth or some form of paving.
Q - Probably a short side path off P, but could be the site of a wall.
R - Circular area, could be the roots from the tree at present in that position, but
could be the site of an older flower bed or small pond.
L – line shows at depths from 0.5 to 1 m
S and T - Disturbed areas at around 50cm depth, possibly containing stone or
brick.
Overall - Features marked P and R are strong reflections and originate from objects
of considerable size, which could be compacted earth but are more likely to
originate from denser material, e.g. brick, stones, paving.

Figure 3.8. Interpretation of Horizontal Slices, Area 1. The Churchyard layout is
shown in Figure 3.1. NORTH is UP.
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3.3.2 Area 2
The Observations.- Figure 3.9 shows the six vertical profiles (xz plots) at each of
the two frequencies. Figure 3.10 shows horizontal slices at approximately 6.5cm
intervals (30cm per line) for the first 1.8m, and Figure 3.11 shows larger versions
of the horizontal slices at 36cm.
Analysis.- The principal features of these profiles are listed below.
Vertical profiles. These show a number of vertical bands of reflections, which are
probably due to a strong reflection at or near the surface, and a number of
subsequent echoes. But in detail, some of these reflections are more complex (and
possibly interesting).
For example, in the first transect, for the 250MHz traces (upper set) there is a
strong signal from a near-surface reflector at around x=4-6m which appears to
continue to reverberate downwards, largely obscuring a possible reflection from
about 0.6m depth at the same x-position. Slightly to the left (x=2.9-3.5m), again at
250MHz, there is an upward-curving reflection, which could be a rock or similar
object. However, at 500MHz, this reflection is much more definite, and continues
to around 6m, where it curves downwards again (the curves downwards at the end
are a characteristic artefacts of GPR scans, and caused by the movement of the
detector over the object). The fact that this reflection is much stronger at 500 than
at 250MHz suggests that the object is (a) solid (e.g. stone or concrete), and (b)
relatively thin (not more that 10-15cm thick). Additionally, because there is no
similar reflection in the second (i.e. 1m) transect, the object is not more than about
1m wide. This reflection occurs at just about the position of the first buttress on the
west end of the church, and may therefore be related to the structure of the building
itself.
At around the 4th transect (i.e. 3m in from the baseline O'A'), at 250MHz , a large
amount of disturbance is apparent around the centre of the transect (x=6-12m).
This disturbed area continues, although not so wide, into the 5th and 6th transects.
A strong reflection within the surface layer probably generates echoes down the
trace, but because there is a distinct gap between around 0.4m to over 1.0m, there
may well be a genuine deeper reflection from around 1.2m. This suggestion is
supported by the detail in the 4th 500MHz trace at x=9-11m.
The horizontal slices (Figure 3.10) at both 250 and 500MHz show strong
reflections from the surface layer, down to around 40cm depth. The detailed slices
at 36cm depth (Figure 3.11) show a larger, stronger reflection at the lower
frequency, suggestive of a relatively thick reflective layer. Figure 3.1 shows that
the surveyed rectangle is almost in line with the path across the grass, and the
reflections appear to come from this source (remember that the transects are 1m
apart and lie almost along the line of the path).
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Summary: Area 2
There are reflections close to the two buttresses at the west end of the church.
These reflections are likely to be related to the structure of the church itself. It is
possible that a reflection is also present in this region from a deeper source.
There are reflections from within the 5x17m Area 2, following the line of the path
detected in Area 1. These reflections are probably generated by this source.
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These plots are shown below (Fig. 3.9). The colouring represents signal strength
(arbitrary units), running from purple (strongest +ve signal) through grey, white
(=0), grey again, to blue (strongest -ve signal). Start O'A'; (Figure 2.9).

Figure 3.9. Area 2, Vertical (yz) slices, 6 x 1m spacing, running approx. S-N. TOP:
250MHz; BOTTOM, 500MHz.
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TOP: 250MHz; BOTTOM, 500MHz.
Signal amplitude (envelope), running from blue (zero), through rainbow colours to
red, finally purple (strongest). Read left-right, top-bottom.

Figure 3.10. Area 2, Horizontal (xy) slices, depth increment 6cm.
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TOP: 250MHz; BOTTOM, 500MHz.
Signal amplitude (envelope), running from blue (zero), through rainbow colours to
red, finally purple (strongest). Read left-right, top-bottom.

Figure 3.11. Area 2, Horizontal (xy) slices at 36cm.
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4

Comparison and comment

Various comparisons can be made between methods. Comparison between twinprobe resistance with one metre and half metre transoms (hereafter res1 and res1/2)
has already been made in section 3.1, and these results have been compared with
those obtained in 2006.
Res1 was seen to have a less clear image set than res1/2 but that was to be
expected, in that res1 contains a larger volume of soil which encompasses any
‘target’. However, the plots produced are quite different. The res1/2 picture closely
matched the 2006 result. There were some differences, but that was because they
were taken over different grids. Given that the final picture presented is in fact
subjective, not as objective as some would believe, because the operator can adjust
settings to get the pattern he wishes to see, these two images do agree well, and the
feature seen in 2006 can be confirmed. However, its interpretation may change.
Res1 gives a rather different picture, so the feature seen above can only be
relatively shallow. The somewhat smudged dark area in res1 suggests that this is
underlying rock coming upwards, although there is a small strong circular feature
on its north edge.
Next, the res1 and res1/2 images should be compared with the resistance
pseudosection profiles. In particular, they can be compared with the depth slices at
1 and 0.5 m respectively. Even then, comparison is not direct. The areas measured
differed, and this is shown in figure 4.1. There is certainly good overlap, so
comparison will be valid. Then there are scales. Profiles measure resistivity, but
that is directly related to resistance. The way depth slices are put together loses the
scale, so results represent ‘high’, ‘low’ or ‘medium’ according to colour code, but
similar patterns should still be seen. The profiles use a linear scale, while twinprobe resistance uses a logarithmic scale. There is also a difference in that the slice
represents values (calculated to the nearest half metre) obtained at a fixed nominal
depth, not an aggregate value for the volume under the probes.

Figure 4.1. Plan showing area of twin probe resistance survey with area of
pseudo-section profiles and radar survey overlain, indicated by chain-dotted
rectangle.
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The 0.5 m depth slice agrees well with the res1/2 plot when scales are taken into
account. The path shows as the green diagonal line down the right edge of the slice
and the high, red, readings of the slice correspond with darkest parts of the feature
in res1/2. Note that the high readings along the southern edge are related to the
farmyard wall at the back of the churchyard. The southern line of the feature in
res1/2 appears in its western half as green, with low, blue, value between it and the
strong feature.
The 1 m depth slice gave a picture generally similar to that at 0.5 m, although
resistivity values were lower. However, the res1 plot tended to show different
patterns from the res1/2. The deeper slices become constricted in width, but from 2
m down are showing increasing signs of underlying rock, and the patterns reflect
the res1 pattern more. This suggests that the twin probe resistance is actually
seeing deeper than the rule of thumb ‘distance between the moving probes’.
Comparison of the radar results will concentrate mainly on the 250 MHz slices.
The 500 MHz showed similar patterns, but with less intensity. The time slices
corresponding to 0.5 and 1 m depth area the principal areas of comparison. These
show most of the detail of archaeological potential. The line of the footpath shows
well at both frequencies and corresponds well with resistance measurements.
The strong sub-circular feature of the radar compares well the patterns of the
pseudosections, particularly at 0.5 m depth, and this appears to correspond to the
strong readings or res1/2. It should be noted that the strongest readings
corresponded to the position now of a chestnut tree (see figure 2.10), planted some
30 years ago. Parishioners state that it was planted on an old rose bed. That would
in itself be an unusual feature in a churchyard, and may suggest that there is
something under it which made that patch unsuitable for burials.
As depth increases, the strong feature seems to become smaller and migrate
northwards. There is no real correspondence to this in the pseudosections.
An east-west feature towards the southern end of the area becomes evident below
the 0.5 m time slice. It is never a strong signal but it persists for some depth. This
seems to correspond to the southern ‘wall’ of the building from res1/2. There is
some suggestion of this feature in the pseudosection depth slice at 0.5 m, but the
line does not appear to be as long. The radar returns are then suggesting that the
feature regarded as a building in res1/2 is in fact separate features at differing
depths.
Time slices around 0.5 m depth suggest areas of signal return also in the north-west
and south-west parts of the area (see figure 3.8). These do not have corresponding
responses in resistance. They may perhaps be signs of soil disturbance where
graves have been cut.
Twin probe resistance was not repeated in area 2, so comparison is limited to
pseudosection and radar. In both cases, the area was disappointingly blank, but two
features appeared in both. These were the footings of the buttress and the course of
the path, both most evident at 0.5 m depth. The resistance depth slice at 3 m
suggested strong signals from underlying rock.
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5

Conclusions

The exercise was beneficial principally in terms of providing comparisons at
various levels. The first was of normal twin probe resistance at 0.5 m separation,
using different instruments at different dates on different grid layouts. Although
there were some differences, the second set supported the first, the differences
attributable to different software settings across the grids from subjective
interpretation.
The second comparison came down to one instrument, but with 0.5 m and 1 m
probe separations. These were seen to give significantly different pictures. Some of
the difference may be due to underlying rock coming shallow and into range of the
wide probe separation, but it genuinely gave some differential depth information.
Comparison with pseudosections and radar also suggested that twin probe
resistance was detecting to greater depths than the general rule of thumb ‘as deep
as the probe separation’.
Widening the comparison to include the resistance pseudosection profiling and
radar, the agreement between techniques remained good. Ground conditions
favoured the lower radar frequency, 250 MHz, more. There was plausible
agreement between features seen in depth slices and time slices. The pathway
showed much more strongly in radar, the central sub-circular feature equally in
both. The radar in particular gave more depth information, but that is to be
expected. The twin probe resistance plots could be explained with reference to
either set of profiles.
Of the archaeology, the presence of a strong signal of footpath is substantiated,
although it lies relatively shallow, within the first half metre depth. It does appear
to have been a major routeway. The ‘building’ of the 2006 survey is not well
supported by the later surveys, but it does appear that there is some genuine stone
structure of smaller dimensions under the churchyard, in the first half metre to
metre depth. The nature of this stonework could not be deduced from the survey,
but it seems that there is something under the chestnut tree!
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